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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Dance Composition is a dance class that expands and explores movement techniques.
Improvisation and choreographic structures are presented for student study. The course
culminates with a studio demonstration or theatre performance.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Construct movement studies based on improvisations using the following
definition of dance: the body (parts, gestures, planes, shapes, leading, focus,
relationship, symmelry, asymmetry) moving (axial, locomotor, quality, flow,
balance, shaping) in space (direction, level, pathway, shaping), in time (rhythm,
pulse, beat, tempo, words, music, voice, sound, pattern, syncopation, cumulative)
alone or with others (solo, duet, trio, quanet, group fonns by Louis I-Iorst) with
the purpose of dancing (choreographic intent).

B. Organize a movement study with the goal of teaching it to other student dancers
in the class. Demonstrating social awareness of working with groups of two or
more, participating as leader (choreographer) or follower (dancer in choreography
of a classmate).

C. Integrate other arts and/or nature as stimuli for movement composition.
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D. Differentiate between movement studies which are linear, non-linear, literal, non
literal, abstract, and/or improvisational.

E. Choreograph using group-form composition techniques of cannon, ground basse,
antiphonal (call and response), imbroglio, unison, and theme/development.

F. Demonstrate and apply the skills needed for critical evaluation of choreography:
observation, reflection, discussion, evaluation and revision.

G. Compare and contrast stylistic approaches of realism, expressionism,
impressionism, cubism, modernism, post modernism, dances of the African
Diaspora and dances of the Latin culture performed in USA.

H. Design choreography based on the stage space theories from George Balanchine,
Yuri Kilian, Michael Fokine, Doris Humphrey, Louis Horst, Merce Cunningham,
and post-modem theorists.

I. Design and organize costumes, props, lighting, setting, and music (live or
recorded) associated with composition developed in class.

J. Outline the training dancers will need to execute choreographic style.

V.CONTENTS
A. Movement Studies

1. Movement exploration/improvisation
2. Form building ofmovement sequence
3. Application ofchoreographic structure to the movement study
4. Presentation of studies in class for observation, reflection, discussion and

evaluation
B. Skills related to choreography

1. Techniques or styles (modem, hip-hop, ballet, jazz, tap, African Haitian, and
ballroom)

2. Body awareness and body alignment
3. Creative exploration and studio time to analyze and synthesize movement

material
4. Skills ofobservation
5. Self-study and research: "Scratchingll

- where to get ideas for choreography
(literature, nature, other choreographers)

6. Honesty, sincerity, conviction, involvement, performance technique, and
kinetic sense

7. Student choreographer's teaching strategies to maximize their dancer's
understanding of the choreographic vision

C. Definition of dance and dance composition
1. The body (parts, gestures, planes, shapes, leading, focus, relationship,

symmetry, asymmetry)
2. Movement (axial, locomotor, quality, flow, balance, shaping)
3. Space (direction, level, pathway, shaping)
4. Time (rhythm, pulse, beat, tempo, words, music, voice, sound, pattern,

syncopation, cumulative)
5. Alone or with others (solo, duet, trio, quartet, group forms by Louis Horst)
6. Purpose of dancing (choreographic intent).

D. The choreographic process
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1. Content - the central concern of the dance and results from the choreographic
intent

2. Form - the shape, sequence and organization of the action
3. Technique - a means to an end
4. Projection - the magic of rapport of the choreographer's plan and the dancer's

action with an audience's perception
E. Artistic stylistic approaches

1. Western Artistic Movements: Realism, Expressionism, Impressionism,
Cubism, Surrealism, Modernism, and Postmodernism
a. Act ofchoreography based on traditional western structural concepts
b. Act ofchoreography based on content

2. African Diaspora artistic approach to aesthetic styling
3. Latin artistic approach to aesthetic styling

F. Approaches to Choreography
1. Non-literal dance based on form and structure
2. Literal dance or representational dance based on content
3. Linear or nonlinear literal dance
4. Improvisation and authentic movement experiences without premeditated

design
G. The Craft

1. Design
a. Symmetry/asymmetry
b. Literal and lateral mirroring

2. Phrasing
a. Cannon
b. Rondo
c. Theme and development
d. Ground base
e. Antiphony
f. Imbroglio

3. Form and sequential phrases which shape the dance
a. AB
b. ABA
c. Suite
d. Sonata - solo performance

4. Stage-space theories
a. George Balanchine
b. Yuri Kilian
c. Michael Fokine
d. Doris Humphrey
e. Louis Horst
f. Merce Cunningham

5. Dynamics
a. Swing
b. Sustain
c. Percussive
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d. Suspend
e. Vibratory
f. Collapse
g. Laban Efforts: dab, punch, press, wring, flick, slash, glide

6. Rhythm
a. Tempo
b. Beat
c. Measure
d. Rhythm
e. Syncopation
f. Music choices

i. Working with Cd's
ii. Analog tapes
iii. Live music
iv. Musicians

H. Skills for critical evaluation of choreography
1. Observation
2. Reflection
3. Discussion
4. Evaluation and revision.

I. Beyond movement and music: Costumes, props, lighting, and setting
J. Physical fitness: Training needed to achieve desired projection ofchoreography
K. Production of two works to present in concert: a solo and one group piece.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class
a. Observation ofdance videos in Rosenberg Audio visual reference center

placed on reserve by instructor
i. Accompanying DVD from textbook
ii. Ballet: George Balanchine Dances, Alonzo King, and Michael Fokine
iii. Modem: Martha Graham, Eiko and Koma, Garth Fagan, Jose Limon,

and Katherine Dunham
iv. Hip Hop/Jazz: Bob Fosse, Renny Harris, and current Hip-hop DVD

b. Choreograph/improvise 10 one-minute dance studies based on the
movement prompts provided by instructor.

2. Out ofclass
a. Readings from textbook and additional handouts pertinent to current

choreographic theories and performances.
b. A notebook/journal with choreographic ideas and responses to lectures
c. Depending on previous choreographic skill each student will choreograph

8-10 movement studies and present these studies in class for others to
observe, reflect on, discuss and evaluate.

d. Find four choreographers on the Internet who inspire the student. Write a
2-page essay describing how the 4 choreographers impact the work of the
student.
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e. Choreograph a solo for the final concert
f. Choreograph a group work for the final concert
g. Written critical analysis of personal dance compositions choreographed

for the final concert
3. Written critical analysis of live or filmed dance performance

B. Evaluation
1. Journal entries reflecting readings, performances, Internet research, class

assignments, and choreographic explorations
2. Movement studies based on topics as described in section V. F. Approaches to

Choreography and V.G. The Craft
3. Final concert perforJl.lances based on the design theories presented in class
4. Critical evaluation in class ofother student's work
5. Attendance: Attendance in this class is taught as an aspect of professionalism.

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Sofras, Pamela Anderson. Dance Composition Basics: Capturing the

Choreographer's Craft. University ofNorth Carolina at Charlotte: Human
Kinetics, 2006.

2. Tharp, Twyla. The Creative Habit: Learn It and Use It for Life. New York:
Simon and Schuster, 2003.

3. Hawkins, Alma, Moving From Within: A New Method for Dance Making.
Chicago: a Capella books, 1991

4. Lavender, Larry. Dancer Talking Dance: Critical Evaluation in the
Choreography Class. Champaign: Human Kinetics, 1996

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a».
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